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Library Collection and Access
Issues in the 3rd Millennium

• How do academic librarians decide
about what to add to their
collections?

• How do they decide which
electronic resources to give their
users access to?

Gail McMillan
This session will give you the “big picture” from librarians points of view, while addressing broad concerns such as publishers who seem to feel that librarians rely on intuition. How DO academic librarians decide about what to add to their collections? How DO they decide which electronic resources to give their users access to? 



Library Collection and Access Issues

• Paul Metz, Virginia Tech
Director, Collection Management and
College-Based Services

• Katherine Perry, VIVA
Director, Virtual Library of Virginia

• James G. Neal, Johns Hopkins
Dean of University Libraries, Sheridan
Director of the Milton S. Eisenhower Library

Gail McMillan
This distinguished panel is going to provide you with their pragmatic view points. Paul Metz, a collection development officer, will describe how one library pulled together user community concerns and the detailed data used to make serials cuts and subscription decisions.Next, Kathy Perry, a library consortium project director  will provide you with a statewide perspective on decision-making and subscription/license negotiations.Lastly, you will hear about the broad issues  from a Jim Neal, a library administrator  who must consider the library budget in its totality, and user community concerns, and be accountable to the university administration. Each presentation should be 20 minutes so we’ll  leave plenty of time for your comments and questions following the final panel members presentation.Move your cursor to each name to move to their presentation, or scroll through this file.



Paul Metz

• Director, Collection Management and
College-Based Services

University Libraries, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University

• Data, data, data
–Cost, use, citations

• Measures contributing to decisions
• Procedures for gathering data
• Advantages of using data

Gail McMillan
Paul Metz is Director of Collection Management and College-Based Services at University Libraries, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.His presentation is entitled Building a Serials Decision Database at Virginia Tech -- A Case Study in How Collections Decisions Are Made , Although academic libraries have for many years relied on data on cost, library use, or citations to inform collection development decisions respecting serials, they have not fully exploited the possibilities for compiling numerous measures into comprehensive databases for decision support. Paul will discuss the procedures used and advantages realized from an effort to build such a resource at Virginia Tech, where the available data included the results of a zero-based faculty survey of serials needs.

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/presentations/SSP/CollAssessPanel/pmetz.pdf


Kathy Perry

• Director, Virtual Library of Virginia
– VIVA: statewide consortium of  research

libraries
– SCHEV: State Council for Higher Education in

Virginia

• VIVA's Approach to Library Collection and
Access Issues

• Acquisition and renewal of resources

Gail McMillan
Katherine Perry is Director of VIVA, the Virtual Library of Virginia. She works out of George Mason University, using her MLS and varied work experiences. She has help ed VIVA fulfill its mission full time since July 1994. Kathy’s presentation, “VIVA's Approach to Library Collection and Access Issues,” will give describe how library consortia have existed for more than a century but there has been a significant increase in the number of new consortia developed in the last decade. She’ll briefly discuss the development of VIVA (the Virtual Library of Virginia) within the context of other library consortia.  VIVA's unique historical context and the resulting decentralized organization combined to help shape VIVA's approach to collection and access issues. Kathy will also discuss key policy issues concerning the acquisition and renewal of VIVA resources within the larger context.

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/presentations/SSP/CollAssessPanel/kperry.pdf


Jim Neal
• Dean of University Libraries, Sheridan

Director of the Milton S. Eisenhower
Library, Johns Hopkins University

• Quality of library collections
– Relevance, depth, breadth
– Expanded user expectations

• Anticipate and respond
• Library philosophy

– Budget and infrastructure

Gail McMillan
Jim Neal is Dean of University Libraries and Sheridan Director of the Milton S. Eisenhower Library at Johns Hopkins University. At Johns Hopkins he serves on the Board of Project Muse, the initiative to publish electronically the journals of the Hopkins Press.He is on the Board of SPARC and works with American Council of Learned Societies Electronic Book Project.  In 1997 he was selected the Academic/Resarch Librarian of the Year by the Association of College and Research  Libraries.Jim’s presentation, Administrative Schizophrenia:  Confronting Collection and Access Revolutions in the Library, will focus on the quality of library collections that must increasingly demonstrate relevance, depth and breadth of content.  There are expanding user expectation, and a move from the anticipatory to the responsive to the personal library philosophy of collection development and access.  Administrators like Jim must create financial, staffing and policy structures that support this transition. Administrators must build support and understanding in their user communities for new approaches to the creation, distribution and consumption of publications. 

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/presentations/SSP/CollAssessPanel/jneal.pdf

